Reply to: Georgina Woods
Lock the Gate Alliance

8 March 2022

Dianne Leeson
NSW IPC Panel chair, Glendell Continued Operations panel
CC: Adrian Pilton, Prof Snow Barlow and IPC Chair, Mary O’Kane

Dear Ms Leeson,
Re request that the IPC consider the questions below prior to meeting with DPE at
9.30am on Thursday 10 March 2022
In response to a call for papers in the Legislative Council, papers relating to the Glendell
Continued Operations Project were received by the NSW Parliament on Wednesday 22
December 2021 from the Department of Premier and Cabinet, of which Heritage NSW is
part.
Lock the Gate Alliance has reviewed these documents and believes that they contain
information of importance to the Commission’s consideration of the Glendell Continuation
Project. Notably, in a Ministerial briefing, Heritage NSW introduced the Ravensworth Estate
in the following terms:
Ravensworth is a rare and exceptionally intact colonial homestead complex and
cultural landscape of state heritage significance that tells the story of shared
Aboriginal and European heritage in the Hunter Valley, including early conflict, the
development of pastoralism and the convict labour system. It meets all seven criteria
for assessing state level significance.
The Ravensworth area has the strongest documentary evidence of any conflict site
across the Hunter Valley, including the event known as the Ravensworth massacre.
Although the actual site of the massacre may not be in the immediate vicinity of the
homestead, the estate and homestead represent that story of settlement and conflict.
This description is at odds with the characterisation of the area provided to the Commission
by the Department in its Assessment Report.
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The following questions arise from reading this material:
1. Is it DPE’s understanding that Ravensworth “meets all seven criteria for
assessing state level significance”?
2. Does DPE agree with the following statement from the Heritage Council?
“The proposed relocation of Ravensworth Homestead will result in the irreversible
loss of its identified high and exceptional significance in the form of its intact fabric,
setting, views and meaning. The cultural landscape which reinforces the Complex’s
state significance including in-situ archaeology, Aboriginal intangible cultural values
and cultural landscape plantings will be lost. The proposed relocation options also
have potential to result in loss and major damage to the significant fabric of
Ravensworth Homestead.”1
3. The Ravensworth Estate is described by Heritage NSW in a 22 February 2022
briefing as “a rare and exceptionally intact colonial homestead complex and cultural
landscape of state heritage significance that tells the story of shared Aboriginal and
European heritage in the Hunter Valley” and says the Estate has “the strongest
documentary evidence of any conflict site across the Hunter Valley.” Does the
Department think that a focus on the contested details of the specific event
formerly called the Ravensworth massacre has distracted attention from the
broader significance of the Ravensworth Estate as an exceptional cultural
landscape of state heritage significance?
4. Did the Department consider any cumulative impact to Aboriginal cultural heritage
and heritage issues more broadly, given the wide scale landscape loss caused by the
mining industry in aggregate over the last twenty years?
5. Why didn’t DPE wait for Minister Ley to determine the S10 application before
completing your assessment report?
As DPE is aware, a Section 10 application has been made under the Commonwealth
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act by the Plains Clan of the
Wonnarua People. If granted, a Section 10 of the Act confers power on Minister
Sussan Ley to make a declaration to preserve and protect this area should she be
satisfied that it is a ‘significant Aboriginal area’ under threat of injury or desecration.
The Assessment Report describes the sections 9 and 10 applications as “not specific
to the Project area” because the area affected is larger than the project area, but the
project area is central to the application.
Given this application has not yet been resolved and has the potential to change the
project or prevent it altogether, why did DPE finalise its assessment prior to the
Commonwealth process being concluded? Did DPE seek advice from the
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Commonwealth about the likely timing of the resolution of the Plains Clan’s
application prior to finalising its assessment?
6. Does the Department consider that the uncertainty apparent in the huge range
in estimated net economic contributions of this project, from $1.1 billion
claimed by the proponent, to negative $94 million estimated by CIE, has
bearing on its conclusion that the Ravensworth Homestead must be relocated
in order to realise these uncertain benefits?
The conclusion that Ravensworth Homestead can only retain its heritage significance
by remaining in situ makes accurate estimation of the project benefits crucially
important and also requires a weighing up of tangible and intangible, monetary and
priceless impacts.
The Department cites the Burra Charter stipulation that “Relocation is generally
unacceptable unless this is the sole practical means of its survival” but goes on to
argue that because the mine cannot proceed without relocation, the relocation should
occur (“in accordance with the Burra Charter”) because NSW should not forgo the
economic benefit of the project.
There is a huge range in the estimated net economic contribution of this project, from
$1.1 billion claimed by the proponent, to negative $94 million. The Department’s
assessment report describes CIE’s central case estimate (a $151m benefit) as the
“worst case scenario” economic contribution, but in fact this was a central case
estimate and the worst case calculated by CIE actually predicted economic loss to
New South Wales as a result of this project.
7. Why did DPE elect not to include the evidence provided by the Plains Clan as
to the special significance the Ravensworth Estate holds for them in its
Assessment Report?2 Some examples below:
a. Ravensworth Estate “represents [an] area where ceremonies were carried out
by the Wonnarua people” and is thus “sacred to our people”, including
“several places” used for rituals associated with “bora” (male initiation)
ceremonies or with “women's business ceremonies”;
b. “it is a spiritual place to us that must be protected so we can pass on to our
children (future generations) for an understanding of our people's practices of
the past”;
c. there is an “obligation … to preserve for future generations the story line that
flows through the river, creeks and tributaries of the whole area” including
how “forefathers … followed the creek lines and carried out ceremonial rituals
along the route”;
d. “the area is part of a Transit route”;
e. along Bowmans Creek there are “two fish traps” and a “women's birthing
place”;
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See document #3 below for a reference: ‘Correspondence from Sussan Ley to Don Harwin, 01 June
2021’
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f.

“Our people have used the area for thousands of years”, including recently by
“members of the [native title] claimant group”, and, “As such this is one of the
few places in Wonnarua country that can demonstrate ongoing occupation
and use by a hunter-gatherer society”;
g. “to ensure that our cultural and heritage values are protected”; and
h. “We have a responsibility [to] do all we can, to stop the never-ending
destruction of our Country” by “uncontrolled agricultural and coal mining
practices”. As such, the “area contains a landscape of ongoing conflict
8. How does DPE weigh up the risk that the heritage values of this property may
be lost only for a situation to ultimately arise (sooner rather than later) where
Glencore phases down its thermal coal mining faster than anticipated to align
with Paris Agreement goals?
The Heritage Council has raised questions about how the loss of heritage is valued
and has “expressed concerns around trading off the heritage value against a
commodity that has a shorter lifespan”. There are multiple statements in the
documents reviewed by Lock the Gate which note “thermal coal uncertainty” and “a
lessening of demand” whereas, “the heritage values for the Homestead remaining in
situ will increase over the longer term.”
Hector Abrahams raised similar concerns, emphasising “that the Aboriginal cultural
significance of the landscape is archetypal, of representative value about convict
evidence, with the notion that the original site will persist as a place and outlast the
mine operation over the long term.”
9. Documents tabled in parliament indicate that Heritage NSW’s position on the
impacts of this mine is not fully and fairly described in the Assessment Report.
DPE considers that Heritage NSW “was satisfied with the information provided in the
RTS regarding Aboriginal heritage and considered the values of the Project Area had
been adequately assessed.” What is the Department’s view of the following
information from documents prepared by Heritage NSW and tabled in parliament:
a. Ravensworth is a rare and exceptionally intact colonial homestead complex
and cultural landscape of state heritage significance that tells the story of
shared Aboriginal and European heritage in the Hunter Valley, including early
conflict, the development of pastoralism and the convict labour system. It
meets all seven criteria for assessing state level significance?
b. The Ravensworth area has the strongest documentary evidence of any
conflict site across the Hunter Valley, including the event known as the
Ravensworth massacre. Although the actual site of the massacre may not be
in the immediate vicinity of the homestead, the estate and homestead
represent that story of settlement and conflict?
c. Heritage NSW considers that the local area around Ravensworth is of “high
cultural significance” and that “the project’s direct and indirect impacts will
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further contribute to the cumulative impacts and loss of Aboriginal cultural
heritage values and sites in the local area and the region?”
d. Heritage NSW considers that “when the intangible values related to the role
Ravensworth Homestead and its wider cultural landscape played in frontier
conflicts are re-examined, the level of significance for the Aboriginal values of
the site would be likely to increase”?
e. A senior person at Heritage NSW described the “dismantling and relocation of
Ravensworth Homestead and diversion of Yorks Creek” as “an unacceptable
heritage impact”?

SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS INFORMING THESE QUESTIONS

#1: 22 Feb 2021 briefing from NSW Premier and Cabinet to the Chair of the
Heritage Council
The area Glencore want to mine was described in a 22 Feb 2021 briefing from NSW Premier
and Cabinet to the Chair of the Heritage Council (NC #1) of NSW as follows:
"Ravensworth is a rare and exceptionally intact colonial homestead complex and
cultural landscape of state heritage significance that tells the story of shared
Aboriginal and European heritage in the Hunter Valley, including early conflict, the
development of pastoralism and the convict labour system. It meets all seven criteria
for assessing state level significance.
“The Ravensworth area has the strongest documentary evidence of any conflict site
across the Hunter Valley, including the event known as the Ravensworth massacre.
Although the actual site of the massacre may not be in the immediate vicinity of the
homestead, the estate and homestead represent that story of settlement and
conflict."

#2: The Heritage Council provided comments on the EIS by letter dated 11
February 2020 to DPIE
That advice stated:
“The proposed relocation of Ravensworth Homestead will result in the irreversible
loss of its identified high and exceptional significance in the form of its intact fabric,
setting, views and meaning. The cultural landscape which reinforces the Complex’s
state significance including in-situ archaeology, Aboriginal intangible cultural values
and cultural landscape plantings will be lost. The proposed relocation options also
have potential to result in loss and major damage to the significant fabric of
Ravensworth Homestead.”
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In a statement about ‘Potential State Heritage Significance’:
“The site is noted to have the strongest documentary evidence of any conflict site
across the Hunter Valley, demonstrating how fiercely the Wonnarua defended and
valued the landscape in several violent episodes including the event known as the
Ravensworth massacre.”

#3: Correspondence from Sussan Ley to Don Harwin, 01 June 2021
Attached to this letter is a background document describing the Section 10 application made
by the Plains Clan of the Wonnarua People.
Section 10 of the Act confers power on the Minister to make a declaration to preserve and
protect an area where she is satisfied that it is a ‘significant Aboriginal area’ under threat of
injury or desecration.
Claimed nature of particular significance
The Applicant claims that the Specified Area is of particular significance in accordance with
Aboriginal tradition for the following reasons:
●

“represents an area where the conflicts occurred during the early colonisation of the
Hunter Valley”, including how it “contains a landscape of an open Massacre for the
Wonnarua people”;

●

“represents [an] area where ceremonies were carried out by the Wonnarua people”
and is thus “sacred to our people”, including “several places” used for rituals
associated with “bora” (male initiation) ceremonies or with “women's business
ceremonies”;

●

“it is a spiritual place to us that must be protected so we can pass on to our children
(future generations) for an understanding of our people's practices of the past”;

●

there is an “obligation … to preserve for future generations the story line that flows
through the river, creeks and tributaries of the whole area” including how “forefathers
… followed the creek lines and carried out ceremonial rituals along the route”;

●

“the area is part of a Transit route”;

●

along Bowmans Creek there are “two fish traps” and a “women's birthing place”;

●

“Our people have used the area for thousands of years”, including recently by
“members of the [native title] claimant group”, and, “As such this is one of the few
places in Wonnarua country that can demonstrate ongoing occupation and use by a
hunter-gatherer society”;

●

“to ensure that our cultural and heritage values are protected”; and
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●

“We have a responsibility [to] do all we can, to stop the never-ending destruction of
our Country” by “uncontrolled agricultural and coal mining practices”. As such, the
“area contains a landscape of ongoing conflict

#4: Heritage Council minutes - 6 October 2021
“The Council questioned how the loss of heritage is valued in the equations and financial
analysis.”
“The Council questioned the detail around which options are reasonable as opposed to
those that are considered feasible and expressed concerns around trading off the heritage
value against a commodity that has a shorter lifespan.
“The Council suggested there may be a third hybrid option but could be considered such that
mine operations could be undertaken up to a designated buffer zone … and a decision on
whether to mine the remaining coal resource reassessed in 2035. This would allow for the
homestead to remain in situ and defer any decision to relocate the Homestead if there is
found to be sufficient value in coal operations beyond 2035.
“The Council also noted that the impacts of climate change and thermal coal uncertainty
which predicts changes in demand until around 2030, and a lessening of demand in the
years following up to 2050. Whereas, the heritage values for the Homestead remaining in
situ will increase over the longer term.”

#6: 17 January 2020 email from A/Senior Team Leader Alexandra Boukouvalas,
Heritage NSW, DPC to Nicole Davis, Archaeologist - Hunter Central Coast
Branch, BCD, DPIE
Ms Boukouvalas described the “dismantling and relocation of Ravensworth Homestead and
diversion of Yorks Creek” as “an unacceptable heritage impact”.

#7: Ministerial briefing - 4 March 2021
This document includes a letter from Katrina Stankowski, Senior Team Leader, Heritage
NSW, acting as “Delegate of the Heritage Council”, made the following comment regarding
the significance of Ravensworth on 11 Feb 2020:
“The known archaeology and written records existing for Ravensworth relating to its
Aboriginal history is an uncommon and highly significant aspect of the place, particularly
regarding its history as a place associated with frontier conflict between European and
Aboriginal people.
Although incidents of violent conflict between European and Aboriginal peoples are likely to
have been more common, only approximately 16 of these incidents in the 1820s are well
documented. Six of these incidents are associated with the Ravensworth property, including
one incident popularly referred to as the Ravensworth Massacre.”
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A separate letter in the same bundle, this time from Cheryl Brown from heritage NSW, also
acting as “Delegate of the Heritage Council”, said:
“The Heritage Council reiterates that a precautionary principle should be adopted with
respect to potential loss of Aboriginal cultural heritage.”

#9: DOC21/805326 - 6 October 2021 - ‘Summary paper Heritage Council
meeting, briefing approved by Sam Kidman, Executive Director, Heritage NSW
In Table 2 | Agency Advice on the Project, in the Glendell COP AR (pg 24), DPE summarise
Heritage NSW’s “key comments” thus:
“Heritage NSW confirmed it was satisfied with the information provided in the RTS
regarding Aboriginal heritage and considered the values of the Project Area had
been adequately assessed.”
“Heritage NSW also provided a number of recommendations to manage impacts to
Aboriginal heritage which have been considered by the Department in the
development of recommended conditions in Appendix I.”
In the DOC21/805326 - 6 October 2021 briefing paper however, Heritage NSW comment on
“advice provided by the Aboriginal Heritage Regulation Branch of Heritage NSW (dated 30
October 2020), which “concluded that the assessment of Aboriginal cultural heritage was
adequate and that appropriate measures to manage and mitigate any potential impacts on
those values have been identified in the revised ACHAR.”
Heritage NSW says:
“It is worth noting that the ACH Branch response observed that the registered
Aboriginal party (RAPs) considered the local area around Ravensworth to be of high
cultural significance and that ‘the project’s direct and indirect impacts will further
contribute to the cumulative impacts and loss of Aboriginal cultural heritage values
and sites in the local area and the region.
Meanwhile, the Heritage Council has provided consistent advice to DPIE regarding
the project and its impacts to wider Aboriginal cultural heritage including tangible, but
particularly the intangibles values. They have stated that they believe that when the
intangible values related to the role Ravensworth Homestead and it's wider cultural
landscape played in frontier conflicts are re-examined, the level of significance for the
Aboriginal values of the site would be likely to increase.”

#10 Heritage Council of NSW mtg - 6 October 2021, Minutes DRAFT
Note: DPE engaged heritage expert Hector Abrahams Architects, to review the heritage
impacts of the project.
“Hector Abrahams provided a summary of their expert heritage advice on the Glendell
Continuing Operations Project, including advice on options to relocate Ravensworth to a
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farm site or to the nearby town of Broke. It was emphasised that the Aboriginal cultural
significance of the landscape is archetypal, of representative value about convict evidence,
with the notion that the original site will persist as a place and outlast the mine operation
over the long term.”
Key points raised by Hector Abrahams:
●

“The Aboriginal cultural significance of the landscape is archetypal, of representative
value about convict evidence, with the notion that the original site will persist as a
place and outlast the mine operation over the long term.”

●

“The risk of a negative precedent impact if heritage values are lost due to any state
significant development”

In this document, the Heritage Council are recorded as having “questioned the detail around
which options are reasonable as opposed to those that are considered feasible and
expressed concerns around trading off the heritage value against a commodity that has a
shorter life span.”
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